ABOUT THE PROJECT

In spring 2019, neighbourhood renewal construction will begin in Central McDougall. This will include the replacement of its aging infrastructure and the reconstruction of local roadways, curbs, gutters, street lights and sidewalks. It will also involve a sidewalk reconstruction local improvement and some improvements to City-owned outdoor spaces, pending available funding and approvals. The reconstruction in Central McDougall is expected to take two years, with expected completion in 2020.

Based on the feedback collected during the previous public events and surveys since January, preliminary plans for the neighbourhood have been prepared. The preliminary plan for Central McDougall, which is showcased for feedback at a public event on November 7, shows improvements to residential streets, traffic measures, commercial streets, bike infrastructure, and City-owned outdoor spaces.

A final meeting will be held to share the final plans, sidewalk local improvements and what to expect during construction in January 2019.
STAY INFORMED!

For more information on Central McDougall’s neighbourhood renewal and to sign up to the project’s mailing list, please visit edmonton.ca/BuildingCentralMcDougall.